NHS Organisations

WINDOWS 10
DEPLOYMENT
TO DESKTOPS
AND LAPTOPS
Windows 10 deployment deadline is due soon, now is the time to plan your migration
and HC can help you design and deliver the most cost and time effective solution

“The overall
experience was
very good. Very
little disruption to
the staff during the
windows upgrade.
The engineer was
brilliant. He ensured
that everything was
in full working order
and also made a
follow up call a
couple of days after
the completion to
enquire that
everything was still
working for all
staff. Thank you for
the brilliant service.”
Sharon Cox - Practice
Manager at The Wilson Practice

Problem

With the NHS extending support until January 2021, you may be feeling very relieved you don’t
need to worry about delivering a large scale and complex migration project soon. But we urge you
not to delay planning your project too long because the new deadline will come around in no time!
At HC, we know all about how difficult Primary Care IT projects can be to deliver, with so many
disparate sites, this alone makes running an IT project much harder than in a large corporate
network, add into the mix GP Practice owned and controlled applications and its no wonder these
type of complex projects get put to the end of the list. But delaying migration to Windows 10
could cause you serious problems such as cybersecurity and cyberthreats, and software and
hardware compatibility issues.
If you do not want to put your NHS organisation under those risks, start planning your migration
to Windows 10 today.

Solution

At HC, we can help you design the most cost and time effective solution to migrate your estate to
Windows 10. We have proven track record completing large-scale Primary Care projects, we’ve
rolled out Windows 10 migrations to over 7,000 devices and are currently delivering Windows 10
projects across 20 CCGs in the South East of England, migrating over 20,000 devices by the end of
the year.
Customer service is at the heart of everything we do, supporting our customers in delivering the
best possible outcomes in the most cost and time effective way is core to our values and ethos.
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Why us?
Project Management

Our experienced Windows 10 Project Managers are all
Prince2 certified, using our tailored specialist methodologies to take full responsibility for delivering projects
through the whole project lifecycle.
We can work closely with your internal stakeholders to
design a customised project specifically tailored to meet
your unique requirements, whilst keeping you regularly
informed and updated until the project is completed.

Engineering

Our technical teams have a wealth of experience delivering technical solutions in Primary Care backgrounds. We
develop flexible and scalable technical approaches for our

customers and could work with you to build the right
approach either using tools you already have or utilising
our own trade and tested approach’s.
We have an excellent understanding of Third-party
application compatibility with Windows 10 and wide
knowledge of customise tools to support the Windows 10
migrations experience.

Project coordination

With our projects, your NHS organisation will have a
dedicated Project Coordinator who will take care of all the
booking, scheduling, logistics and resource management,
taking the day to day pain out of the project away from
you.

Benefits

Delivering cost and time
effective solutions across the
South of England

Tailored PRINCE2 certified
project management

Customise technical
approach: Best practice
methodologies

Excellent feedback rates with
over 96% of positive user
feedback

Over 100 years combined
engineering experience
delivering Primary Care IT
projects

Vast experience delivering
Primary Care IT Projects for
over 20 years

Healthcare Computing is a specialist provider of NHS IT Infrastructure and Support services. With over 20
years’ experience of NHS IT we work in partnership with our customers providing specialist NHS IT Services
and Solutions to GP Practices, CCGs, CSUs & local health economies.

Find out how Healthcare Computing can make a
positive difference to you?
Visit healthcarecomputing.co.uk for further information or call 0845 0346344 to speak to one of our team members.
healthcarecomputing.co.uk
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